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The people that killed the world were fiendishly clever. After decades of planning, the contagion was

unleashed, and overnight hundreds of millions died and came back as rampaging, undead

monsters. The living that had been lucky enough to survive the first day of carnage, lucky enough to

be in the right place, and lucky enough that some of them had the skills to survive soon found out

there was much more to worry about than just zombies. In the high desert on the outskirts of Reno,

there is an old truck stop frequented by a mix of hard caliber truckers, day tourists, musicians, and

travelers. They have survived the chaotic first hours of contact with the undead and now must make

their way across the country to a location they believe is safe. Zombies are only the beginning of

their troubles as they try to cover the thousands of miles of open road with their hastily armored

18-wheelers. Gunny, a long haul trucker doing one of the few jobs available to him as a disgraced

soldier, is unwillingly saddled with the job of getting these survivors to the safe zone. With a motley

crew of truck drivers, college kids, veterans, a drug dealer, and a rock star, they are racing the clock

to make it before time runs out. The last text he had received from his wife before the cell towers

went down told him she was trapped in a high-rise in downtown Atlanta and their son was in

detention, stranded in the basement of the school he attended. Gunny just wanted to drop the

hammer, steal some guns, and blast his way in to rescue them, but duty called. He had to get these

people to safety first, then he could recruit the best of this crew to help him save his family. If they

survived the journey.
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Enjoyed this book very much. This story centers on a long haul trucker named Gunny and what

happens when he stops at a truck stop outside of Reno. There are many other characters trapped

inside the truck stop with him. He helps the people in the truck stop deal with the zombies but he

mainly wants to get back to Atlanta to find his wife & son. This is the first book in the series and after

finishing it you'll want to go on to the next book to see what happens. It's well written and very

entertaining.

It was a unique story,written in the vision of a trucker slash veteran . Fun characters and of course

zombies,virus eotwawki storyline.

I'll give everyone a two for one review here... I really enjoyed the story it had a great pace and an

interesting take on the genre. In no particular order here are the things I enjoyed most...Fun

charactersLoved the banter, it was like hanging out with your friends listening to them go back and

forth.Other people were allowed to show off their stuff. Characters that would typically be relegated

to the background get to come out and playPeople screw up...it's not a walk in the park for our

heroes, they do stupid things too.Enough surprises too keep things spicy without taking away from

the storyNow, I started reading this book, but found myself with an 8hour round trip drive. So I

downloaded the audio version. Best decision I've made in a long time. If you liked the story or if you

are an audiobook person, I can't recommend enough downloading this. It is a great listen! The

narrator really brought the story to life.

I didn't notice any mistakes until the authors little after bit at the end. Since it's not a part of the story

I didn't deduct any points.This story is a lot of fun. Don't know how feasible any of the stuff with the

trucks are, but it's zombies so I'll believe it works for now.The characters are great and seem to

come alive.About to dive straight into book two.I recommend this book.

I really loved this book, points of zombie fiction I hate are pointed out here which made me happy.

Bought the 2nd book before I finished, and I lent the first to my sister the speed reader. She told me

later that day he had already finished it and bought the 2nd (and finished it!) as well. I'm still in the

middle of the 2nd book and can't wait for book 3. Or anything else from this authore.

Wow! Please say there's another book in the works!?! Loved it. Loved the characters. Different plot



on ZomPoc. Very inventive main character, Gunny....reminds me a bit of Bruce, Thomas A

Watson's main character in Blue Plague, thinks outside of the box. Gunny will make it because he

pays attention to detail. Thx for a great read!!! Now get to work on the next one!

The book was not particularly in depth or provocative, but I enjoyed it. Yes, there was a slight right

slant to the politics, but it never seemed to override the story, thankfully. The action scenes were

pretty well detailed and the pace was okay. The characters were not the most dimensional I have

ever read, but I liked them. Overall, I was entertained.

This book gave me a much needed fix of zombie fiction and it was very satisfying. Great characters,

nice storylines, and fun twists and turns. Ready to read the next book in the series.
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